Sisson, L. T. - Guernsey, 15 mi. NE - Beryl

Start on 26 going E. and go .2 mi. and take State Secondary about 2 1/2 mi. and take county road to NE (right) for about 10 mi. and there is a ranch house.

Here is a road that leads to mine - 1 mi. (rd. impossible).

Jim Hazlewood ranch.

Mo to right of ranch bldgs. - thin agate and ___ left of fence. At fork take rt. hand and follow wheel tracks to end.

Beryl on hill to right.

60 ft. from where you put car.

This is the most northern of the dikes showing beryl.

Bull. 740

A. N. Talcott, Riverton - gave agates.
A.N. Talcott, Riverston, your agates